ARTICLES IN PARAGRAPHS

1. Add the missing articles, correct the incorrect articles, or remove the unnecessary articles in the following paragraphs:

   For cow or horse, cat or dog, legs are used almost exclusively as means of transportation. Among the insects, however, legs have the innumerable other uses. Often they are a whole tool kits. The rear legs of bumblebee and honeybee contain spine-ringed depressions—baskets for the carrying pollen home from a fields. The forelegs of mole cricket and seventeen-year cicada nymph are enlarged into the digging shovels. The swimming legs of a diving beetles are fringed with the hairs to increase their effectiveness as oars.

   If person feels guilty about something, an obvious thing to do is to get that guilt out in open. But many people take the different approach—one that only makes the matters worse. They try to stifle their bad feelings with the stimulants or depressants such as alcohol, Methedrine, or the marijuana. A friend of mine, for example, feeling guilty about her low grades, tried to stay high nearly all time. The result was that she got even worse grades, felt guiltier still, smoked even more dope, and eventually dropped out of the school. Her supposed remedy had become major part of her problem.

   For those who become dependent on the cigarettes, first few days of a withdrawal are likely to bring about the number of physiological and a psychological reactions. Among them may be decreases in heart rate and blood pressure, decreases in an excretion of some of the hormones that affect a nervous system, the occasional headaches, and the gastrointestinal discomfort. For some people, a weight gain may take place; it is uncertain whether this is caused by the increased appetite or the changed metabolism or both. Behavioral and mood changes may also occur, usually peaking within the few days after quitting. A common symptoms are irritability, aggressiveness, and the difficulty in sleeping.

2. Add the missing articles or prepositions, correct the incorrect articles or prepositions, or remove the incorrect articles or prepositions in the following paragraphs.

   Many men think nothing of spending several of hours about Saturday morning watching the TV football game. They enjoy adrenaline rush they feel while watching game and imagine themselves playing heroically alongside a professionals. This vicarious experience becomes so real that some of men actually shout to the television screen, jump up off a couch, and move their bodies to imitation of a ball carrier weaving his way down field. For such men, watching the weekend of football game makes perfect sense.

   Not many people would want endure a lonely hours, the aches and pains, and probable injuries awaiting anyone who trains seriously for the marathon. The pride, however, that comes from finishing one’s first marathon makes all struggle seem worthwhile. But is it really worthwhile? What does running twenty-six miles in glorified underwear have with
real life? But in veteran marathoners, long-distance racing is real life, while all other claims of their time are distractions or nuisances.

Quilts are generally made for one of the two reasons—to warmth or for decoration. Those intended to the practical purpose for keeping warm are formed from old scraps of clothing, whatever is available in the time. The quilter sews these scraps together with small, single—and often irregular—stitches that will endure many winters and the generations. Such quilts are pieced together with pure necessity. Decorative quilts, on other hand, are mainly wall hangings made from carefully selected fabrics with just a right texture and color. A pattern of an ornamental quilt is usually a elaborate design, sketched and pieced out on advance. A decorative quilter takes great care for make neatly uniform, aesthetically pleasing stitches. To me, both a practical and a decorative quilts are the works of art, but quilt made to warmth has the human dimension that a purely decorative one can never have.

**Answers:**

1.

For a cow or a horse, a cat or a dog, legs are used almost exclusively as a means of transportation. Among the insects, however, legs have the innumerable other uses. Often they are a whole tool kits. The rear legs of the bumblebee and the honeybee contain spine-ringed depressions—baskets for the carrying pollen home from a the fields. The forelegs of the mole cricket and the seventeen-year cicada nymph are enlarged into the digging shovels. The swimming legs of a diving beetles are fringed with the hairs to increase their effectiveness as oars.

If a person feels guilty about something, the obvious thing to do is to get that guilt out in the open. But many people take the a different approach—one that only makes the matters worse. They try to stifle their bad feelings with the stimulants or depressants such as alcohol, Methedrine, or the marijuana. A friend of mine, for example, feeling guilty about her low grades, tried to stay high nearly all the time. The result was that she got even worse grades, felt guiltier still, smoked even more dope, and eventually dropped out of the school. Her supposed remedy had become a major part of her problem.

For those who become dependent on the cigarettes, the first few days of a withdrawal are likely to bring about the a number of physiological and a psychological reactions. Among them may be decreases in heart rate and blood pressure, decreases in an the excretion of some of the hormones that affect a the nervous system, the occasional headaches, and the gastrointestinal discomfort. For some people, a weight gain may take place; it is uncertain whether this is caused by the increased appetite or the changed metabolism or both. Behavioral and mood changes may also occur, usually peaking within the a few days after quitting. A Common symptoms are irritability, aggressiveness, and the difficulty in sleeping.
2.

Many men think nothing of spending several of hours about on Saturday morning watching the a TV football game. They enjoy the adrenaline rush they feel while watching the game and imagine themselves playing heroically alongside a the professionals. This vicarious experience becomes so real that some of men actually shout to the television screen, jump up off a the couch, and move their bodies to in imitation of a the ball carrier weaving his way down field. For such men, watching the a weekend of football game makes perfect sense.

Not many people would want to endure a the lonely hours, the aches and pains, and probable injuries awaiting anyone who trains seriously for the a marathon. The pride, however, that comes from finishing one’s first marathon makes all of the struggle seem worthwhile. But is it really worthwhile? What does running twenty-six miles in glorified underwear have to do with real life? But in veteran marathoners, long-distance racing is real life, while all other claims of their time are distractions or nuisances.

Quilts are generally made for one of the two reasons—to for warmth or for decoration. Those intended to for the practical purpose for of keeping warm are formed from old scraps of clothing, whatever is available in at the time. The quilter sews these scraps together with small, single—and often irregular—stitches that will endure many winters and the generations. Such quilts are pieced together with from pure necessity. Decorative quilts, on other hand, are mainly wall hangings made from carefully selected fabrics with just a the right texture and color. A The pattern of an ornamental quilt is usually a an elaborate design, sketched and pieced out on in advance. A decorative quilter takes great care for to make neatly uniform, aesthetically pleasing stitches. To me, both a practical and a decorative quilts are the works of art, but a quilt made to for warmth has the a human dimension that a purely decorative one can never have.